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Managing Photos 

Whether using a digital camera to create new images, or just 
digitizing and preserving existing ones, managing photos can 
be done easily and safely with a home computer and a 
minimum amount of cost and supplies.   
 
During this course we will look at: 
 
Part 1 

 Introduction 

 Uploading from a Digital Camera 

 Viewing Photos 

 Organizing Photos on the Computer 

 Finding Stray Photos on Your Computer 

 Scanning Photos 

 eMailing Photos 
 
Part 2 

 Making Basic Alterations 

 External Storage 

 Online Storage 

 Printing Photos 

 Conclusions 
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Introduction 

Not too long ago, photography was a fairly expensive hobby.  Taking pictures 

meant buying rolls of film, taking them to a store, and waiting for at least an 

hour, sometimes several days, just to find out that you’d forgotten to remove 

the lens cap!  It also meant that 

even when you did get a great 

picture, it could easily fade, crack, or 

get lost. 

 

Fortunately, the rise of digital 

photography means the ability to 

take thousands of photographs to 

ensure we get the results we want, 

and saving or printing only the ones we want.  It also means we can ensure that 

treasured old photographs can be safe from loss or damage.  In this class, we’ll 

learn how to think digital when it comes to photography! 

 

 

Uploading from a Digital Camera 

There are generally two methods of transferring digital images from a camera to 

a computer.  The first is to connect the camera to the computer via the cable 

that came with the camera when it was purchased.   

 

USB Connection 

The cable usually connects to the camera with a small piece of metal, and can 

be plugged into any USB port on the 

computer. 

 

If this is your first time connecting a 

camera to your computer, it may take the 

computer several seconds to recognize the 

device and determine how to work with it.  

Once this is complete, an “AutoPlay” 

window may appear recognizing the new 

device and asking what you’d like to do 

with it.  If this window appears, click 
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“Open folder”. This will launch Windows Explorer and place you in the folder of 

the device you connected. If the AutoPlay window doesn’t appear, you can 

launch Windows Explorer by clicking the “Computer” or “My Computer” icon on 

the desktop.   You will see your camera listed along with the computer’s hard 

drive, CD/DVD Drive, or any other hardware connected to the computer.  The 

camera can now be navigated and explored from your computer, just like the 

rest of the hardware can. 

 

To do so, simply double-click the camera’s icon.  

Though different cameras may differ, you will 

usually find a folder called “DCIM” (Standing for 

Digital Camera Images).  All images are contained 

within this folder.  Again, cameras may differ in 

how they store images.  One camera may simply 

list every image within the DCIM folder, while 

another may have sub-folders for each date on 

which images were taken, with the photos stored 

within. 

 

It is possible to preview, edit, and share the photos from within the camera at 

this point, but it is usually best practice to transfer the photos to a location on 

your computer.  That way, we can turn the camera off and not use up its battery 

while working with the images.  Transferring the images is as simple as moving 

files from one location of the computer to another.  Simply click the photo or 

photos you wish to work with, and drag them onto the Desktop, or another 

folder on which you wish to store them. 

 

Once they have finished transferring, you may want to delete them from the 

camera (Unlike moving files from one place of the computer to another, moving 

them from the camera makes a duplicate copy of the image, leaving one on the 

camera, and putting another on the computer), which can be done in the same 

way as deleting a file from the computer (Select it and push the delete key on 

the keyboard).  You can then turn off the camera and disconnect it from the 

computer. 
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SD Card Connection 

While not always obvious, most digital cameras 

have a small slot for an SD (Secure Digital) Card.  

These cards can be removed from the camera, 

allowing for more photos to be taken, stored, and 

preserved.  If you went on a trip and took hundreds 

of pictures and ran out of space on your camera, 

you could simply switch out the old SD Card for a new one, and continue taking 

pictures.   

 

As you can see in the image, SD Cards can be very small, and are easily 

overlooked.  They are inserted and removed with the aid of a small spring, just 

like a clickable pen.  Press the card into its slot and it will lock into place.  Press 

against it again and it will pop out slightly and can then be removed. 

 

If your computer also has a slot for an SD Card, you have a second option for 

transferring photos from camera to computer, without using a cable.  Simply 

remove the card from the camera, and insert it into the computer.  The 

contents of the card will then be accessible in the same way as the camera 

when plugged in via cable. 

 

 Typically, if an SD Card is inserted into a camera, it will automatically store any 

pictures taken on the card.  However, in some instances, the computer might 

instead store pictures on its built-in, non-removable storage.  If pictures are not 

being stored on the SD Card, it might be 

necessary to adjust the camera’s settings. 

 

An additional benefit of the SD Card is that 

many places that offer photo development will 

have kiosks that can read and print 

professional-quality photos from SD Cards.  So 

getting great-looking prints can be as easy as 

taking your SD Card to Wal-Mart! 

 

A third option is a memory stick that requires 
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an adapter which plugs into your computer (usually via USB). There may be 

other options as well and your camera’s manual should explain how your 

pictures can be uploaded to your computer. 

 

 

Viewing Photos 

All computers generally come equipped with photo viewing software, often 

more than one application. The programs don’t necessarily open photos in the 

same way and may provide different tools once the photo is opened. The best 

advice is to locate the photo viewing tools that your computer has and play with 

each one until you determine which you prefer. You may even prefer one for 

certain tasks and another for other tasks. You can also define which program 

will open your photos and set that program as the default. To do this, locate the 

photo and Right Click on the image. Then select “Open With” and choose from 

the list of programs. Examples of viewing software include Windows Live Photo 

Gallery, Windows Photo Viewer, Picture Viewer, and Picasa.  

 

 

Organizing Photos on the Computer 

One of the biggest challenges people face in dealing with digital images is 

organization.  As with any type of file, creating an organizational structure to 

store the information in a way that makes it easy to find when you need it is 

essential.  If you already have photos on your computer, they may be saved to 

different locations all over your computer, on your desktop and in dozens of 

different folders. 
One way of dealing with this is to decide on a single dedicated 

location on your computer where you will save all images in the 

future.  This could be an existing folder, such as the “Pictures” or 

“My Pictures” folder that is included on all Windows computers, 

or it could be a new folder that you create. 
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To create a new folder, simply right-click on where you would like the new 

folder to reside (whether on the Desktop, or a different location), and from the 

pop-up menu that appears, select “New”.  Another pop-up menu will then 

appear.  Select “Folder” and a new folder will appear.  Type in the name you 

want to assign to that folder and hit “Enter”. 

Whether you decide to use an existing folder, or create a new one, be certain to 

make careful note of the folder’s location, which is listed in the Windows 

Explorer Address Bar (viewable by simply opening the folder).  In the future, 

when saving or transferring images, you will need to be able to find the folder! 

 

 

Finding Stray Photos on Your Computer 

 Once you’ve designated what folder you’ll be using, you might want to search 

out pictures scattered in different places on your computer to consolidate them 

(or maybe even delete multiple copies that aren’t really needed).  You can do 

this by looking around the desktop and other common areas and simply 

dragging-and-dropping them into the new folder.  You can also search for 

images.  To do this, click on the Start Button.  In Windows 7, there is a small box 
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on the bottom of the Start Menu you can use to search, while in older versions, 

it is necessary to click on the “Search” icon. 

 

A great way to search for all images is by searching for common image file 

extensions.  Try entering “.jpg”, “.png”, “.bmp”, or “.gif”.  Searching can take a 

while, so be patient.  But this can be a great way to locate scattered images that 

you can then move to the new designated picture folder! 

With Windows 7 you can click on the “Pictures” library and Windows Explorer 

will attempt to display all your photos and images, regardless of where they are 

stored. This can be helpful but the downside is that your computer probably 

came with several (or many) image files and it will display all of these as well. To 

find the pictures you’ve added, scroll down through all the folders listed until 

you find the ones you want. Keep in mind, Windows will only display photos and 

images in this view, if they have an image file extension. 

 

Scanning Photos 

Digitizing old photographs is a great way to share memories with friends and 

family across the globe while also ensuring that the image will never be lost. 

 

We can do this by using a scanner, a relatively inexpensive device that can be 

purchased as a standalone piece of equipment, or built into a computer printer, 

creating what is commonly referred to as an All-In-One.  A scanner works like a 

copy machine, with a wand that moves across the image or document bouncing 

light off of it, and converting the reflected light into a digital image. 
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There are two main types of 

scanners, Feed Scanners and 

Flatbed Scanners.  A Feed 

Scanner pulls a document 

through itself, scanning it as it 

moves.  This can provide 

convenience as multiple 

documents can be pulled through 

automatically, one after the 

other, but it can also be dangerous for old or fragile photos, and can’t be used 

for images that might be affixed permanently to frames or anything else that 

make them unable to bend. 

 

Flatbed Scanners on the other hand feature 

a large piece of glass on which the image is 

placed, face down, and the wand moves 

across it to capture the information. 

 

Most scanners will automatically determine 

the size of the document or image, and send 

it to the attached computer.  But they also 

have options for being told manually what 

size to scan, as well as the resolution, and in 

what format to save the scanned document.  Options usually include .PDF (Best 

for documents) and .JPG (Better suited for images), as well as other options. 

 

Some Scanners will automatically create and save the digital image onto your 

computer, while others will work through a program on your computer, 

prompting you and guiding you through the process of fine tuning the image 

and saving it manually.   

 

eMailing Photos 

One of easiest and most direct ways to share photographs is 

by emailing them directly to another person. This is done by 

adding the photograph (or photographs) as an attachment to an email or by 
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embedding 

the photo 

within the 

body of the 

email. Not all 

email 

programs will allow you to embed (or insert) the photo into the body, but all will 

allow you to attach. Remembering the location of your designated picture folder 

is very important, since files are attached by clicking the “attachments” icon - 

most often indicated with the image of a paperclip     , and then navigating to 

the location of the image in Windows Explorer.  

If images are not displaying when emailed to others, be sure to check your 

email’s settings.  The email style should be set to “Rich Text” or “HTML”, rather 

than “Plain Text”, otherwise images may not be sent properly.  Another tip to 

remember is that images don’t usually display in an email reply, since ostensibly 

the picture was already displayed in the originally email, and has no need to be 

re-downloaded and displayed.  Forwarded emails, on the other hand, will show 

images.  Some email services, such as Hotmail, will offer to create an online 

album when attaching multiple photos.  This works much like Flickr, or other 

image sharing websites, by posting the images to a single online location, and 

having email recipients directed to that site.  The idea behind this being that 

images are saved only once to a single location, rather than attached and sent 

to multiple recipients and redundantly taking up space in each of their 

mailboxes. 

 

 

Part 2 – 

 

Making Basic Alterations 
Once you’ve transferred an image onto your computer, you might find that it 

needs to be altered in some way.  Whether you want to crop it so that 

unnecessary portions are removed, or change the size of it, there are a variety 

of different programs with which to fine tune a digital photo.  Some are easy-to-

use, but don’t offer a lot of different options, while others may be quite 
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complicated, but offer a huge array of different tools for fine-tuning an image in 

advanced ways. 

 

To provide a few tips, we’ll look at Microsoft Paint, a basic but 

useful tool that all computers running Windows have. 

 

It can be accessed from Start Menu>>All Programs>>Accessories>>Paint.  It is 

also possible to launch it by right-clicking on the image you want to edit.  From 

the pop-up menu, select “Open With…” and then choose “Paint”. 

 

The three most useful tools for photo manipulation are Cropping, Rotating, and 

Resizing. 

 

Cropping 

Start by selecting the picture with the shortcut CTRL + A (This will select the 

entire contents).  Once selected, clicking anywhere on the canvas and holding 

down-the mouse button will allow us to move the image.  Position the top and 

left of the image where you want it to be and then release the mouse button 

and the image will stick to its new position. 

 

 
 

Next, clear the selection by clicking your mouse anywhere outside of the canvas.  

Once you’ve done this, you’ll see the dotted line around the picture disappear, 

and small white boxes will appear on the center-right, center-bottom, and 

bottom-right edges of the canvas.  Clicking on any of these will give you the 

ability to shrink or expand the canvas.  Position the mouse pointer over any one 

of the boxes and hold down the left mouse button.  You’ll now be able to drag 

that particular edge or corner.  Move it until it crops the image where you want. 
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Rotating 

Particularly if you 
scanned a 
picture, you 
might find that 
the image is not 
positioned in the 
way you want.  
To rotate the 
image, simply 
click the rotate 

option, and a sub-menu will appear with options to 
“Rotate Right 90˚”, “Rotate Left 90˚”, “Rotate 
180˚”, “Flip Vertical”, or “Flip Horizontal.  Clicking 
any one of the options will immediately perform 
the selected action. 
 
Resizing 
The most common reason for wanting to resize an image is because it’s too 
large to work with.  While bigger is always better in terms of quality, a larger 
size image also has drawbacks.  It takes up more space on your computer, and 

might be difficult to share with 
others via email. 
 
You might also want to make an 
image larger, which is also 
possible, though stretching an 
image too much will cause the 
image to be less clear. 
 
Either way, resizing is easy.  
Simply click on the button that 
says “Resize” and a window will 
appear.  It prompts you for 
whether you want to expand 

the picture by “Percentage” (i.e. shrink the image to 90% of its current size, 
expand it to 200% of its current size, etc…) or by “Pixels”, the tiny boxes that 
comprise a digital image. 
 
You can see that you have the option of adjusting the Horizontal and/or vertical 
size of the picture.  Changing one inconsistently with the other will result in a 
distorted picture.  To make sure the proportions stay the same, check the box 
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beside “Maintain aspect ratio”.  If it’s checked, changing either horizontal or 
vertical will automatically change the other accordingly. 
 
Once you get the image how you want it, be sure to save your changes!  The 
shortcut for this is CTRL + S.  Alternately, you can click the blue box at the top-
left of the window, and a menu will appear with the option to save. 
 
 

External Storage 
Digital Images take up space on a computer.  More specifically, on the 
computer’s hard drive.  And for real shutterbugs who take, scan and save lots of 
pictures that space can add up.  An overloaded hard drive can result in 
decreased computer performance among other things, so archiving some 
pictures externally can be important.  It’s also good to think about external 
storage as a sort of insurance policy against losing your images.  Computers are 
made up of many different components, any one of which can experience 
problems, causing the entire computer to become inaccessible.  So even though 
the images are only stored on the computer’s hard drive, damage to the 
motherboard, CPU, or any other part can still make them difficult to access.  On 
the other hand, devices dedicated exclusively to file storage have less that could 
go wrong.  Other advantages include portability.  The options below can all be 
taken to the homes of friends and family to share photos much more easily than 
a big desktop computer! 

External Hard Drive 

An external hard drive is just that, a hard 

drive, just like the one inside a computer, but 

with none of the other parts of a computer.  

When connected by USB to a computer, files 

can be instantly moved between the two 

devices.  A great option for those with large 

amounts of data to back-up, since external 

hard drives offer the most space of all the 

options.  However, often comparable in size to a DVD player, they are the least 

portable option. 

Flash Drive 

A small but powerful tool that works 

similarly to an external hard drive, but plugs 

directly into a USB, with no connecting cord 

necessary.  Also unlike an external hard 
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drive, it uses advanced technology to have no moving parts.  It can’t store as 

much as an external hard drive, but can still store plenty, with the most 

advanced models storing up to 256 gigabytes--enough to hold over 250,000 

digital photos!  And usually being only a couple inches in size, their portability 

makes them very handy.  When plugged into a computer, the drives become 

visible in Windows Explorer, and as with digital cameras and external hard 

drives, files can be easily dragged and dropped into or out of it. 

CD/DVD 

Though in many ways replaced by the advent of flash drives, storing images to 

CDs or DVDs can have their advantages.  Affordability for one.  It can also work 

better as a back-up since, unlike flash drives which are generally kept on hand 

and constantly reused, and therefore easier to lose, CDs or DVDs can be written 

to and then stored somewhere acting as a sort of dedicated photo album.  They 

usually take a bit longer to write to than the other options, but the process is 

the same.  The disk will appear in Windows Explorer, and can be dragged and 

dropped to or from. 

 

Online Storage 
An increasingly popular option for photo management, online storage sites 

allow a great level of security since 

photos are backed up on multiple 

servers, as well as the ability to make 

photos visible to others around the 

globe, or to restrict the privacy so that 

only yourself or a selected few can 

view them.  They also offer great 

organizational options by grouping 

pictures into albums, or “tagging” 

photos with key words or names.  So if 

you were to tag photos with your dog 

Ruffy, you would later be able to 

search for “Ruffy” and instantly have 

all pictures of your dog listed. 
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The most popular online photo storage website is Flickr (www.flickr.com).  It 

requires an account, though it is not necessary to pay for one.  However, free 

accounts are limited to uploading 300 megabytes of photos per month, and 

there are some other restrictions as well.  All restrictions are removed for those 

who upgrade to a pro account, which costs $24.95 per year. 

 

Additional features of Flickr include the ability to copyright and make money off 

of your photographs!  Labeling them as eligible for use in your account settings 

gives you that ability.  Flickr has partnered with Getty Images, a company which 

provides photos to media outlets for use in their coverage.  They allow media 

outlets to search Flickr for relevant images, and pay a licensing fee to use your 

photograph in a relevant article. 

 

Not ready to commit to a full-fledged photo website like Flickr?  No problem!  

The more ubiquitous Facebook (www.facebook.com) offers many of the same 

photo sharing options.  Simply click on the “Photos” link from your profile page. 

 

 

Printing Photos 

While high-quality printers are often capable of printing excellent-looking 

photos from your digital gallery, there are many different options for getting 

prints. 

 

Flickr allows print ordering with a 

few clicks of the mouse, using the 

online service Snapfish 

(www.snapfish.com), which charges 

$0.09 per 4”x6” photo, and more for larger prints.  Many other sites offer the 

same service, including Shutterfly (www.shutterfly.com), and Kodak 

(www.kodakgallery.com).  Many large chain stores also provide professional-

quality printing of digital images, including Walmart, CVS, and Walgreens. 

 

Their services can, like the other websites listed, be used online, or by bringing 

your camera or SD Card to one of the physical locations, and using a photo 

printing kiosk. 

 

http://www.flickr.com/
http://www.facebook.com/
http://www.snapfish.com/
http://www.shutterfly.com/
http://www.kodakgallery.com/
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Conclusions 

For years, digital photography was looked down upon for being less durable 

than traditional dark-room photography.  However, the ease, affordability and 

accessibility of digital photography have made it a much more viable option.  

And with the right tools, and consideration of making appropriate back-ups, 

digital photography can be a long-lasting, safe, and fun alternative! 

 

 


